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Abstract
C programs can be difficult to debug due to lax type enforcement
and low-level access to memory. We present a dynamic analysis
for C that checks heap snapshots for consistency with program
types. Our approach builds on ideas from physical subtyping and
conservative garbage collection. We infer a program-defined type
for each allocated storage location or identify “untypable” blocks
that reveal heap corruption or type safety violations. The analysis
exploits symbolic debug information if present, but requires no
annotation or recompilation beyond a list of defined program types
and allocated heap blocks. We have integrated our analysis into the
GNU Debugger (gdb), and describe our initial experience using this
tool with several small to medium-sized programs.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—Debugging aids; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications—C; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Data types
and structures, Dynamic storage management; F.3.3 [Logics and
Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Program Constructs—Type
structure
General Terms Algorithms, Human Factors, Languages, Reliability
Keywords dynamic type inference, constraints, debugging tools,
heap visualization, physical subtyping, conservative garbage collection

1.

Introduction

Suppose that a programmer notices an incorrect variable value during the execution of a C program. While debugging, the programmer may try to observe values of the variable at various points during execution, either by setting a watchpoint in the debugger or by
inserting print statements. However, both of these techniques may
be inadequate. Debugger watchpoints can be prohibitively slow.
Adding print statements may be ineffective in cases of memory
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corruption, as the affected data structure may have no apparent relation to the code that corrupts it. The programmer may also run
a static pointer analysis to check for erroneous memory accesses.
However, typical analyses [1, 23] do not model dependencies between neighboring memory blocks. In C, many bugs are caused by
buffer overruns and pointer mismanagement, so physical proximity
of memory blocks is an important factor.
We have designed and implemented an automated tool to help
programmers understand and debug program behavior at the physical memory level. Our tool offers the programmer a low-level, but
typed, view of memory. Each allocated chunk is presented either
according to its inferred overall data type or as “untypable” if no
defined program type is compatible with its imposed constraints.
A common scenario where this view is useful is in the case of a
buffer overrun: rather than attempt to deduce what data structure
lies near the corrupted location from raw memory values or printed
variables, the programmer uses our tool to discover that a nearby
memory block is being used as an array of a particular type. The
mere presence of an array makes “buffer overrun” a good hypothesis, and the array’s type helps the programmer identify relevant
code to examine for possible array bounds violations.
When memory has been corrupted, our tool may detect that values stored in one or more heap blocks do not match any feasible
type for the block. In order to reason about the cause of the corruption, the programmer may want to know exactly when the heap
first became corrupted. For this task, we support a binary search debugging strategy often used to find ill-behaving code: set a breakpoint at the location where a variable was last known to be correct,
and another where it has the wrong value, then iteratively narrow
the interval until the bad assignment is exposed. Our tool gives the
programmer the ability to treat the entire heap as a memory value
that is either in a good or bad state, and search for the time at which
the heap was first corrupted using her usual dynamic debugging
techniques, such as the binary search described above.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce the idea of a consistent typing for the heap at any

given point during execution. Each block of allocated storage
is assigned a type from among those used in the program. The
type assignment satisfies a set of constraints imposed by the
values stored in memory, the size of each allocated block, and
a type conformance relation () based on physical subtyping.
Additional constraints may be imposed by declared program
variables when debugging information is available.
• We give an algorithm that finds a consistent typing for a snap-

shot of the heap. When no consistent typing exists, we report
the locations and causes of conflicts to the user.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We establish basic terms in Section 2, and define the subtyping relation on
types used for individual bytes in Section 3. Section 4 specifies the

constraints that must be satisfied for a set of typed memory locations to be considered consistent, and Section 5 gives an algorithm
to find a consistent typing for the entire heap. Section 6 presents
several case studies using our tool, Section 7 places our system in
context with related work, and Section 8 concludes.

2.

Definitions

A typing is a map T : Store → Types from each storage location
(addr ∈ Store) to its corresponding type (τ ∈ Types). Types are all
those defined or used by the program, including structures, unions,
pointers, arrays, and functions. Storage locations include: a fixed
set of addresses holding global variables; the set of locations that
hold all local variables and function arguments on the stack at
the current program point, or on multiple stacks for multithreaded
programs; and all memory blocks dynamically allocated since the
start of the program, which we refer to as heap storage.
Globals, locals, and function arguments may have associated
type information if symbolic debug information is present. However, memory blocks from heap storage never have associated dynamic type information. Unions are also untagged per standard C.
In the manner of conservative garbage collectors [3], we define
a valid pointer as a block of memory whose value is in Store (i.e.,
is a storage location). A valid pointer may also point immediately
after the end of a block of storage; this is a common programming
idiom that is explicitly allowed by the C standard [13].
A type constraint restricts the types that may reside at a given
storage location. Our analysis imposes constraints on the types of
individual bytes of memory, termed byte types. Informally, a byte
type indicates that a byte holds the start of some program type or
any subtype thereof. Byte types may also indicate that a byte is part
of the interior of a multi-byte value that starts at an earlier location.
2.2

Notation

We establish a concise notation for C types, derived from that
used by Siff et al. [21]. An array of n elements of type τ is
written τ[n], while τ ptr is a pointer to τ. A tuple of the form
shm1 , . . . , mk i denotes a struct, while u{m1 , . . . , mk } denotes an
untagged union. Each m j is a triple (τ, l, i) giving the type, name,
and starting offset of one field within a structure or union. Structure
fields are ordered by offset, with m1 starting at offset zero. Union
fields are unordered and all start at offset zero.
Our subtyping relation is given by ≺ and its reflexive closure .
We use type notation addr : τ in place of the subtyping constraint
T (addr)  τ when the type mapping T is evident from context.
In the discussion that follows, byte offsets within a memory
block are represented in terms of addition: if block is the start
address of some block of storage, block + i denotes the address of
the ith byte of block, starting from zero. We abbreviate the address
block + 0 as simply block. The predicate validPointer(addr) asserts
that addr holds the start of a valid, non-null pointer value.

3.

struct Shape {
char *name;
FILE *fptr;
};

struct Assembly {
struct Point center;
struct PartNode *nodes;
struct Assembly *owner;
};

Preliminaries

Here, we describe the scenario under which we solve the problem
of finding a consistent typing for the heap and provide key definitions and notation used throughout the paper.
2.1

struct PartNode {
struct Part *part;
struct PartNode *next;
};

struct Point {
double x, y;
};

Byte Type Lattice

Our analysis may yield multiple distinct types for the same memory
location. In some cases this reveals a conflict and likely misused
memory. In other cases the types may, in fact, be compatible.
This section explains how we construct a lattice from the set of
C program types to model type compatibility in our analysis.
The data types in Figure 1 form a running example throughout the paper; hereafter, we omit the explicit “struct” keyword.

struct Part {
struct Point center;
struct Shape *shape;
struct Assembly *owner;
};

Figure 1. Example data types for assembly-building program
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Figure 2. Byte type lattice corresponding to the data types in
Figure 1
Given these types, the remainder of this section defines the subtyping relation used to construct the byte type lattice shown in Figure 2. For clarity, we omit ⊥ in Figure 2 and from the subtyping
definitions below. ⊥ should be assumed as the meet of any two lattice elements for which no other lower bound is defined; it denotes
that the corresponding two types may not be consistently stored at
the same address. Treatment of function types may be found in a
companion technical report [20].
3.1

Compound Types

A structure and its initial (offset 0) field have the same physical
address but distinct types, as do an array and its 0th element.
Therefore the immediate supertype of a structure is the type of its
initial field, and the immediate supertype of an array type is the
type of its elements:
sh(τ1 , l1 , 0), . . . , mk i ≺ τ1
3.2

τ[n] ≺ τ

Special and Atomic Types

The four diamond-shaped nodes at the top of Figure 2 are always
present. > denotes an unconstrained memory address that may hold
any type. referent describes all types that can be the referent of a
pointer, while interior describes the non-initial bytes of multi-byte
atomic values. Pointer targets must be referent subtypes and can
never be interior. For example, if v holds an eight-byte double,
then byte v + 0 has type double but bytes v + 1 through v + 7 all
have type interior and may not be pointed to directly. Bitfields are
also typed as interior, for their addresses cannot be taken.

pointer indicates that a storage location holds the 0th byte of a
valid pointer, and thus is potentially consistent with any pointer
type. Pointers to pointers are allowed, so pointer ≺ referent.
pointer is not the same as void*; the former represents all pointers, while the latter is a specific program type.
The oval nodes in the lattice correspond to actual types that may
be used in a C program. Notice that the primitive atomic types are
all sibling immediate subtypes of referent. This stipulates that two
or more atomic types may not be simultaneously stored at the same
address.
As a special case, we treat void as a zero-length type that is
identical to referent. Although no byte should ever have type void
in the final result, this convention allows transparent handling of
aliases between void* and more fully typed pointers: pointers to
τ and void may refer to the same address in our system as though
void were a zero-length prefix of every referent subtype.
The subtyping relation is not extended across pointers. That
is, τ1  τ2 6⇒ τ1 ptr  τ2 ptr. This is the standard restriction for
subtyping with updatable references, and any program that requires
this form of subtyping to describe its heap must necessarily have
used casts or other measures to violate type safety.
3.3

void main() {
...
carAssm = create_assembly();
...
}
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Unions

Finite Type Space

The byte type lattice contains an unbounded number of types,
including arrays of arbitrary length and pointers of arbitrarily deep
nesting. In practice, we only consider the following finite subset
of types that are likely to be meaningful and useful for a given
program:
• program-declared structures, unions, and enumerations
• tagged variants of unions or types containing unions
• arrays used by the program, e.g. int[3][5] if and only if at

least one field or variable has exactly this type
• pointers used by the program, e.g. int**** if and only if at

least one field or variable has exactly this type
• pointers to known types up to two more levels of indirection

The number of tagged variants of union-containing types is
potentially exponential. In our experience, multi-union structures
and nested unions are unusual, and therefore the number of tagged
variants is typically linear.

// build part’s shape and set name
init_part(node->part, "door", assm);
...
return assm;

Figure 3. Program that builds a simple assembly

u{m1 , . . . , mk } ≺ referent
u@(τr , lr , 0){m1 , . . . , mk } ≺ u{m1 , . . . , mk }
u@(τr , lr , 0){m1 , . . . , mk } ≺ τr

3.4

node->part = malloc(sizeof(Part));
node->next = node;
assm->nodes = node;

}

Untagged unions require special treatment, because a union may
be used as any of its fields, but a consistent typing requires that
every address be assigned a unique type. For each untagged union
type u{m1 , . . . , mk }, we extend the type grammar to include one
tagged case u@mr {m1 , . . . , mk } for each 1 ≤ r ≤ k. Unions and
their tagged cases adhere to the following subtyping relations:

These relations forbid aliased pointers to differently-typed union
fields. Each union must be used in a single consistent manner at
any given point during execution. For example, a tagged union
storing a Point can be the target of pointers to the untagged union
as well as pointers to Point and double, but could not be the
target of a pointer to Part. When two or more fields of a union
have a common supertype, additional cases can be introduced that
represent a subset of possible tagged cases rather than a single case.
This preserves uniqueness of the lattice meet operation.
Note that only tagged unions and ⊥ have multiple immediate
supertypes. The byte type lattice without these becomes a tree.


































Assembly *create_assembly() {
Assembly *assm =
malloc(sizeof(Assembly));
PartNode *node =
malloc(sizeof(PartNode));

Figure 4. Allocated blocks and values after init_part() call
in Figure 3

Additional array types are synthesized as needed during the
analysis to satisfy size constraints (Section 4.2), but only using element types appearing in the original program. For example, a block
of 32 bytes may be typed as int[8] if int is a known 4-byte
type. We do not consider int[2][4] unless the corresponding
element type (int[2]) appeared in the original program.

4.

Consistency Constraints

In this section, we specify four kinds of constraints on storage locations that restrict the possible types for heap blocks. We then show
how these constraints are combined to derive a consistent heap typing at one point in an example program. For simplicity, we assume
a 32-bit architecture with 4-byte pointers and 8-byte doubles. Our
ideas also generalize to 64-bit or other architectures.
The program excerpt in Figure 3 creates a part for a simple assembly and initializes it with its shape and owner assembly. Figure 4 shows the heap after the call to init_part() on line 6
of Figure 3. Blocks are labeled A–E arbitrarily, with the line number of each block’s allocation given next to its label. Valid pointer

Block

Valid Pointers

Value-Consistent Types

Block

Size

Size-Consistent Types

A
B
C
D

A+0
B + 16, B + 20
C + 16
D + 0, D + 4

PartNode, Shape
Part, Assembly
Part, Assembly
PartNode, Shape

A
B

8
24

C

24

D
E

8
5

PartNode, Shape, char[8], . . .
Part, Assembly, Shape[3],
PartNode[3], float[6], . . .
Part, Assembly, Shape[3],
PartNode[3], float[6], . . .
PartNode, Shape, int[2], . . .
char[5]

Table 1. Valid pointer value and possible value-consistent types
for heap in Figure 4
values are shown in a C-style syntax, and the rest of memory is assumed to be set to zero when returned by malloc(). Bracketed
numbers indicate byte ranges within each block.

Table 2. Size constraints and possible size-consistent types for
heap in Figure 4
with n elements of type τ must satisfy

4.1

Value Constraints

Value constraints arise from concrete data values in memory at the
instant the analysis is applied. They reflect the fact that some data
types have limited domains that are much smaller than the set of all
possible values that can fit in the allotted memory. The following
value constraints, which we divide into two categories, are useful
across a wide variety of C programs:
Mandatory Constraints: If a value looks like a valid pointer, we
require that it be typed as a pointer (Section 5.1):
validPointer(addr) ⇒ T (addr)  pointer
This assumes no non-pointer ever takes on a valid pointer value
by chance, a strategy widely employed by conservative garbage
collectors [3].
Table 1 shows valid pointer value constraints for the heap snapshot in Figure 4, and the types whose physical layouts are consistent with each constraint. An important detail is that, while locations holding zero are unconstrained, zero is consistent with either a pointer type or most primitive types. In this example, both
PartNode and Shape are value-consistent with block A if the
value at A + 4 is viewed as a null pointer.
Filtering Constraints: Some values may not be used to infer basic type information directly, but may help reject a hypothesized
type if the value is not part of the domain of that type. We accept an enum as a potential byte type only if the value starting at
that byte is equal to one of the defined constants for the enumerated type. Similarly, a function pointer type is consistent if its value
is any word-aligned address that may contain executable code. We
may also employ a character constraint in programs that manipulate
ASCII text: if a block is otherwise unconstrained and ASCII character values are stored at every offset in the block, then the block
should be typed as a char or char[n] rather than any other consistent primitive or primitive array type. A more detailed discussion
of the rationale for the above filtering constraints may be found in
our technical report [20].
Programmers may wish to define additional value constraints
to reflect application-specific types and invariants. Our heap typing
algorithm can accommodate arbitrary predicates that approve or reject the type proposed for a given location and value. For example,
the data structure consistency specifications of Demsky et al. [6]
could be applied as additional value constraints for selected types.
4.2

Size Constraints

The overall type for a block must fill exactly the number of bytes
allocated for that block. For any address block which is the start of
an allocated block,
T (block) = τ ⇒ sizeof (block) = sizeof (τ)
In C, dynamically allocated arrays tile multiple copies of the
element type one after the other. A block holding a dynamic array

sizeof (block) = n × sizeof (τ)
for some whole number of array elements n.
Table 2 shows size constraints and a few illustrative sizecompatible types for blocks in the example heap snapshot.
4.3

Type Constraints

Type constraints relate multiple locations, either between blocks
(for pointers) or within a single block (for multi-byte structures):
(i) If T (addr)  pointer and ∗addr is within an allocated block
(not one past the end), then T (∗addr) ≺ referent.
(ii) If T (addr)  τ for any atomic type τ, then T (addr + i) =
interior for all 1 ≤ i < sizeof (τ). Combined with rule (i)
and the incompatibility of interior and referent, this forbids
pointers into the interior of atomic values.
(iii) For any allocated block starting at block, T (block) ≺ referent.
While similar to rule (i), this rule also affects leaked blocks to
which nothing points.
(iv) If T (addr)  τ ptr then T (∗addr)  τ. Pointers and pointed-to
types must be compatible modulo subtyping.
(v) If T (addr)  sh(τ1 , l1 , i1 ), . . . , (τk , lk , ik )i, then T (addr + in ) =
τn for all 1 < n ≤ k. Structure fields must be compatible with
the structure as a whole.
(vi) If T (addr) = τ[n], then T (addr + i × sizeof (τ)) = τ for all
1 ≤ i < n. Array elements must be compatible with the array
as a whole.
Implied constraints may imply additional constraints. A consistent heap typing must satisfy all transitively implied type constraints. Untagged unions induce no additional type constraints.
Any tagged union type u@(τ, l, 0){. . . } is also a subtype of τ and
will pick up any appropriate constraints per the above rules.
4.4

Debug Constraints

If symbolic debug information is available for in-scope variables
and function arguments, then this information may be added to the
type map in the obvious manner. Equality constraints are appropriate here: if x is known to be an integer variable, then its type must
be int, not some int subtype. Our main algorithm (Section 5)
does not require debug information to find consistent typings, but
takes debug constraints into account if present.
4.5

Example Solution

We now combine value, size, and type constraints to informally
derive the consistent heap typing shown in Figure 5. Section 5
presents a systematic algorithm for finding consistent typings automatically. For clarity, we consider user-defined types before other
possible matches (such as arrays of primitives). Assume that debug
constraints are unavailable.
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which block is truly erroneous. We describe the conflict to the user,
then mark both blocks as untypable and disregard them for the remainder of the algorithm.
After this phase, the typing constrains some bytes to be subtypes of pointer, interior, or referent, but many bytes remain unconstrained (>) and no program types yet appear.
5.2

Figure 5. Fully constrained heap and derived typing for heap in
Figure 4

From valid pointer value and size constraints, block A must
have type Shape or PartNode. If Shape is considered first, we
propagate a char constraint to block E via rule (iv).
Value and size constraints require that block E have type
char[5]. Because char[5]  char, block E can have type
char[5] and still be consistent with the char pointer from block
A. If we had tried A : PartNode first, then a conflict would have
arisen; we discuss conflicts in detail in Section 5.
From size and value constraints, block B must have type Part
or Assembly. If we try Assembly, then B + 16 : PartNode*
via rule (v) and so A : PartNode via rule (iv), but this conflicts
with A : Shape established earlier. Choosing B : Part is consistent with A : Shape, and also requires C : Assembly. This is
consistent with value and size constraints on block C. Lastly, block
D must have type PartNode due to the pointer field at C + 16.

5.

Heap Typing Algorithm

In this section, we present an algorithm for assigning types to all
storage locations, if a consistent typing is possible. Inputs to the
algorithm consist of a snapshot of all values in the program’s memory; the start addresses and sizes of all allocated heap blocks; a list
of defined program types; and optional symbolic debug information
giving the locations, sizes, and types of in-scope variables. The output is a typing T giving consistent byte types for all allocated bytes.
The byte type for the 0th byte of an allocated block gives the overall type for that block. In some (but not all) cases when no globally
consistent typing exists, the algorithm can identify, describe, and
eliminate untypable blocks while still producing a partial typing
for the remaining blocks.
The algorithm begins by assigning types to individual bytes
of storage, using the values that arise in the program (e.g., valid
pointers and their pointed-to locations) as a foremost source of byte
type constraints (Section 5.1). Next we transitively propagate byte
types from variables declared in the program (for which exact types
are known), reporting any type constraint violations to the user
(Section 5.2). Finally, we systematically consider possible overall
types for each memory block until the typing map is fully defined
or all typing alternatives for the blocks are exhausted (Section 5.3).
5.1

Pointer Constraint Gathering

We first establish valid pointer value constraints on individual bytes
as described in Section 4.1. Type constraint rules (i)–(iii) induce additional constraints where appropriate. Conflicts between referent
and interior may arise during this stage. For example if blocks X
and Y hold valid pointers, but Y points to byte X + 2, then X + 2
cannot simultaneously be the referent of the pointer in Y and the
interior of the pointer in X. In this situation, it is difficult to know

Debug Constraint Gathering

If symbolic debug information is available, debug constraints are
applied next, then propagated transitively across pointers and into
compound types using type constraint rules (iv)–(vi). Value and
size constraints are checked where appropriate. Note, however, that
size constraints are only partially enforced: a block must be at least
large enough to contain the expected type, but may be larger. For
example, the target of a double* must be at least eight bytes long,
but may be longer if it is part of a larger structure, union, or array.
During this stage, conflicts may arise among debug constraints
(e.g. int and float in the same location); between debug and
size constraints (e.g. int in a two-byte block); between debug
and value constraints; or between debug and pointer, referent,
or interior constraints derived in the previous stage. If any such
conflict occurs, we assume that execution has deviated from type
safety and that the static type system therefore cannot be trusted to
predict run-time types. We report the problem to the user and then
back out all debug constraints. The remainder of the algorithm will
operate using observed memory values only, without considering
declared variable types. A more selective approach, which we leave
as future work, would be to discard only a minimal subset of
problematic debug constraints while keeping the remainder.
Barring conflicts, at the conclusion of this phase, the global typing includes program types for memory addresses that are (transitively) reached from pointers in program variables. However, these
types are merely lattice upper bounds. For example, a pointer to
char may actually point to an array of characters or to a structure
with an initial char field. Some bytes within reachable blocks, and
all bytes within unreachable blocks, still carry only the pointer,
referent, and interior constraints added previously.
5.3

Completing the Heap Typing

Given the initial byte type constraints, we next assign an overall
type to every heap block. Fully enforced size constraints ensure
that the size of a block’s overall type is equal to the block size, so
all allocated bytes are constrained when the typing is completed
and the 0th byte of each block determines the block’s overall type.
5.3.1

Typing Feasibility Check

We first verify that every heap block may be assigned at least one
program type, given the initial constraints. A block that cannot
be assigned any known type may be corrupt or may have been
allocated in a library whose internal types are unavailable. We
describe the problematic block to the user, then mark it as untypable
and disregard it in the type search phase that follows.
5.3.2

Search Algorithm

The main search phase considers the possible types for each block,
backtracking in the event of conflicts. When a type is verified as
consistent with all current constraints on a particular block, we
update the byte types for all bytes in this block to reflect the overall
type, as well as propagate constraints one level forward across
pointers in the block, and proceed to the next block. If no consistent
type is found for some block, we backtrack to the last block that
still has remaining type alternatives, and resume the search from
that point. The algorithm terminates either when the last considered
block is assigned a consistent type, or when all possible types for
all blocks have failed, in which case no consistent typing exists.

Block

Type Considered

C
C
D
C
D
A
A
E

FILE
Part
Shape
Assembly
PartNode
PartNode
Shape
char[5]

Outcome

Induced Constraints on Other Blocks

size conflict: sizeof(C) < sizeof(FILE)
✔
type conflict at D + 0: meet(Shape,FILE) = ⊥
✔
✔
size conflict: sizeof(E) < sizeof(PartNode)
✔
✔

D + 0 : Shape
D + 0 : PartNode
B + 0 : Part
E + 0 : char

Table 3. Heap typing algorithm execution trace
Naïvely implemented, this search is geometric in the number
of blocks and exponential in the number of types. However, since
an entire block’s type must be a subtype of its 0th byte’s type, the
search can be restricted to the sublattice below this bound. This
optimization is especially effective with debug constraints enabled,
as most pointers refer to the initial byte of an allocated block.
If a heap has several consistent typings, we prefer a typing that
is most informative for the user. We consider larger types first,
program-defined types before primitives, singletons before arrays,
and fewer levels of pointer indirection before more. This order is
designed to heuristically direct our solution toward more useful
typings. We do not guarantee that the final heap typing is globally
minimal or optimal with respect to this order, but we find that it
yields good results in practice.
5.4

Example: Computing the Solution

We now illustrate the algorithm as applied to our running example,
again considering the heap snapshot after the init_part() call
on line 6 of Figure 3. To illustrate conflict handling, we modify
the values shown in Figure 4 as follows: assume that bytes B +
16. . . B+19 have been corrupted, and no longer hold a valid pointer
value. All other value constraints remain as shown in Table 1.
During debug constraint collection, an inconsistency arises
when a B : Part constraint is propagated from variable node, because Part requires a valid pointer or null at bytes B + 16. . . B +
19. Since a conflict is found, debug constraints are discarded. The
search continues using only value constraints. Block B does not
pass the typing feasibility check, so it is omitted from the search.
Table 3 summarizes steps taken during the backtracking search for
complete types. The remaining blocks are considered in their allocation order, and the types are ordered according to our sorting
heuristic. The algorithm is able to recover the types of the four remaining blocks using value and size constraints only, backtracking
several times throughout the search. The final heap typing for the
four remaining blocks is as shown in Figure 5.
5.5

Propagation Correctness

After assigning a type to a block, we update constraints for the
block itself and also propagate all pointer constraints forward
across one dereference. We claim this is sufficient to ensure that
no inconsistency between typed blocks is overlooked. Any two
blocks X and Y , where Y is transitively reachable from X, will always be assigned consistent types regardless of the order in which
they are considered. The full proof of our claim is contained in our
technical report [20].

6.

Evaluation

We have implemented the above algorithm within the GNU Debugger (gdb) [10], a popular symbolic debugger for C. When the
program is stopped at a breakpoint, the user may type “whatsat

<expr>” to perform heap type inference and then display typeannotated memory beginning at the address computed by <expr>.
Implementing the validPointer predicate requires that the debugger probe the debuggee’s current heap allocation state. We modify the debuggee’s memory management routines to maintain a list
of currently allocated blocks in a reserved global location known
to the debugger; the debugger reads this list directly from the debuggee’s address space as needed. We record the start address and
size of each block, plus the code address from which each block
allocation call originated. whatsat uses the latter in diagnostic
messages to report the source file, line number, and function at
which each untypable block was allocated.
This extra allocation tracking uses standard hooks exposed by
the GNU libc implementation [9] and is contained within a
shared library that may be preloaded into any program one wishes
to debug without recompilation or relinking. Our allocation hooks
also zero-initialize newly allocated blocks. This is done to avoid
spurious typing errors due to random data values in uninitialized
heap memory. However, it can be useful to disable this feature in order to verify that the program under study fully initializes all of its
own heap storage under normal running conditions (Section 6.3).
6.1

Visualization of Typed Memory

Following heap type inference, whatsat displays memory contents augmented with type information. Visualization begins at any
address of the user’s choosing (e.g. “whatsat 0x9275008”
or “whatsat &foo[3]”) and continues forward through raw
memory under user control.
Figure 6 shows part of the type-annotated memory visualization
for a program used in one of our experiments (see Section 6.2).
Each line shows a capitalized hexadecimal memory address (e.g.
“0X804ABC0:”), up to one word of raw memory content at that
address (“0x00000001”), and an interpretation of that memory
typed according to our algorithm (“length = (int) 1”). Indentation and field labels (“length = ”) reflect nesting and compound types. Figure 6 shows five distinct but proximate memory
blocks containing an array of structures and four function pointers.
The “D” and “?” labels to the left of each address mark locations
that are part of the static data section or have never been allocated,
respectively. Other labels (not seen in this example) mark the stack,
typed heap locations, freed heap locations, and several other categories of memory.
6.2

Schedule2

Schedule2 is a small C application from the Siemens buggy program suite [12]. Given a list of jobs and their priorities as input, the
application computes and prints a schedule for running the jobs.
Version 8 of schedule2 contains a bug that causes the program to
crash inside malloc(). A stack trace reveals that the crash is due
to a bad pointer dereference: a function pointer, __malloc_hook, does not point to a function. whatsat confirms that the
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Figure 6. Schedule2 global variables visualization. The types of
function pointer arguments are omitted for brevity.
claimed type for __malloc_hook is inconsistent with its value,
and therefore that debug constraints are not satisfiable. After debug
constraints are discarded, whatsat infers that this block actually
contains a process structure.
__malloc_hook is assigned from old_malloc_hook,
which holds the same bad process pointer instead of a function
pointer. Using whatsat to explore the physical memory neighborhood around old_malloc_hook reveals that a four-element
structure array precedes old_malloc_hook. Figure 6 shows
whatsat’s visualization of this area. old_malloc_hook appears at address 0X804ABE4; the preceding array is clearly visible
starting at address 0X804ABC0. Observe that old_malloc_hook is perfectly positioned to receive an errant process pointer
should the neighboring array overrun its bounds. Thus informed,
we identify the array, the code that writes to it, and the missing
bounds check that constitutes the true bug. All whatsat queries
used in this case study completed within 0.03 seconds.
While a hardware watchpoint might also have been used to
trap the bad write to old_malloc_hook, this would require
rerunning the program and reproducing the bug. Many memory
corruption bugs are difficult to reproduce on demand; we see here
that whatsat can provide useful postmortem information on the
first instance of a bug.
6.3

Exif

Exif is an open source utility for manipulating JPEG image metadata [8]. It consists of 10,375 lines of C code split into a shared library and a main driver program. We ran exif with a breakpoint set
after exif_loader_get_data(), which builds an in-memory
representation of a JPEG input file. We disabled zero-initialization
of heap blocks to test whether exif performs its own initializations
properly. whatsat identifies two untypable blocks allocated in
exif_content_add_entry() at exif-content.c:110.
The code in question performs a reallocation to grow an array of
pointers to entry blocks:
entries = realloc(entries,
sizeof (ExifEntry) * (count + 1));
The size calculation is incorrect. It reserves space for an array
of (count + 1) ExifEntry structures, but entries is actually an array of pointers to ExifEntry structures. Because each
ExifEntry is larger than a pointer, the program does not overrun this buffer. However, the extra space at the end of the array is

wasted and, because it contains uninitialized random data that may
not look like valid pointers, whatsat determines that arrays allocated here are untypable.
We initially identified this previously unreported bug in release
0.6.9 and 0.6.10 of the exif driver and library. We have confirmed
that it persists in the latest development snapshot as of April 15,
2006 (12,410 lines of C code). Exif developers have since confirmed the bug and applied our suggested fix.
After whatsat identifies these untypable blocks, it ignores
them for the remainder of the analysis. That analysis, however,
does not find a valid heap typing for exif in a timely manner. It
is possible that no valid typing exists even though all individual
blocks match at least one known type. It is also possible that a valid
typing exists, but is pathologically mismatched with our heuristic
search order. Improving the diagnostic capabilities of our analysis
when unresolvable conflicts arise late in the search is an important
area for future study.

7.

Related Work

Chandra and Reps [5] and Siff et al. [21] introduce an alternate type
system for C that allows subtyping based on the physical layouts
of data structures. They describe static type checking and inference
rules that test program conformance with this alternate type system.
In contrast, our approach is dynamic: we examine a frozen snapshot
of a running program’s heap, rather than the space of all possible
program heaps. This allows us to use concrete memory values
and allocated block sizes to refine our analysis. As is typical for
dynamic analyses, we focus on specific bugs triggered during a run
without guaranteeing that all possible bugs will be detected.
The subtyping relation induced by our byte type lattice is more
restrictive than the Chandra/Siff physical subtyping relation. Both
allow subtyping between a structure and its first field, but we disallow more general structure prefixing or the use of char arrays
as storage placeholders. These are merely policy choices. Our approach can use permissive Chandra/Siff subtyping or a variety of
other relations with no changes to constraint collection or the core
heap typing algorithm. However, not all subtyping relations are sensible in this context. For example, Cardelli’s structural record subtyping relation [4], disregards field order and is therefore needlessly
permissive for our scenario, where field orders are fixed.
As a dynamic heap-walking tool, our system shares some qualities with a garbage collector or leak detector, and a list of unreachable (leaked) memory blocks could easily be extracted from our
analysis. Traditional garbage collectors require data structure layout information for the root set and possibly for allocated blocks as
well. Conservative garbage collectors [3] relax this requirement by
assuming that any location holding a valid pointer value is indeed a
pointer. Our approach moves flexibly between these extremes. Ultimately, the information we recover is richer than that produced by
garbage collectors: we find not only the size and embedded pointers of each allocated block, but also complete program types that
are globally consistent both within and between all blocks.
Zimmermann and Zeller present strategies for extracting C
heaps and displaying them to highlight key relationships [25]. Their
system depends on debugger-provided type information augmented
with a few C-specific heuristics also used by whatsat, such as
pointer validity testing and dynamic array size computation. These
heuristics consider only isolated blocks, though, and have no notion of global consistency. Zimmermann and Zeller acknowledge
that “While such heuristics mostly make good guesses, it is safer
to provide explicit disambiguation rules–either hand-crafted or inferred from the program.” Dynamic heap type inference generalizes
and improves upon these heuristics by defining a notion of global
heap typing that considers not just local values within isolated
blocks, but also the relationships between interlinked blocks. This

lets whatsat find globally consistent heap typings and reduces or
eliminates the need for hand-crafted disambiguation rules.
The problem of heap corruption due to pointer and cast abuse is
longstanding, and has inspired solutions ranging from static analysis [7, 18] to run-time instrumentation [11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 24] and
the design of safer language dialects [2, 14, 22]. Our approach performs programmer-directed heap validity checks in an interactive
debugging context, and does not attempt to prevent or trap errors
as they occur. This allows us to be significantly less invasive: we
require no changes to the C language; no recompilation or source
annotation beyond a compiler-provided list of program types; no
run-time instrumentation beyond a list of allocated blocks; and no
dynamic type tagging or other changes to data structure layouts.
Additionally, our analysis depends only on the instantaneous state
of the program heap at a given moment in time: other than maintaining a list of currently allocated blocks, we do not record any
trace information while the program runs.
In this sense whatsat can be seen as an experiment in minimalism. Rather than monitor every potentially interesting action,
we ask how much information can be recovered with only the bare
minimum imposition at run-time. We believe that both highly invasive and minimally invasive approaches have benefits. Exploring
the extremes helps illuminate potential strategies to improve debugging tools all along the instrumentation and analysis spectrum.

8.

Conclusion

Low-level programming languages sometimes require low-level
debugging. However, one need not completely abandon the type
system even when working with non-type-safe languages. A lowlevel but type-annotated view of the heap can help in debugging
and more general program understanding tasks. We have presented
an algorithm that infers program-defined types for memory locations. Solution consistency is defined in terms of constraints that
use a novel blend of ideas from physical subtyping and conservative garbage collection. When no consistent typing exists due to
heap corruption or pointer abuse, we offer focused diagnostic information to help identify the cause. Our implementation works
for general C programs and requires no source annotation, no recompilation, no run-time instrumentation beyond heap allocation
tracking, and no changes to physical data structure layouts. Experiences with the tool, while limited in scope, suggest that dynamic
heap type inference may be a useful addition to the programmer’s
toolkit.
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